Remote Publishing to Another Confluence System

It is now possible to publish and update content from another Confluence system using Scroll Versions and the Scroll Remote Publishing Endpoint. To communicate between Scroll Versions and the Scroll Remote Publishing Endpoint, Confluence Application Links are used.

With Scroll Versions on your secured Confluence environment and the Scroll Remote Publishing Endpoint on your public Confluence instance, you can easily publish from one Confluence system to another. That means it's possible to work on your content in a completely secured Confluence environment with Scroll Versions and have a separate public Confluence instance for your readers. You can either publish to a completely new space in the remote Confluence system, but also update existing spaces on a public Confluence server.

Whether you publish within the same Confluence system or to a remote Confluence system makes no difference for your readers: They won't see any Scroll Versions functionality in the target space and the space looks like a standard Confluence space (except the Scroll Versions Theme).

Please have a look at Publishing to another Confluence system to find further information how to publish to a remote Confluence system.